
The Octopus Fishery Has a Gripping Story to Tell… 

By 

FINSA reporter    09 December 2020  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the way to the octopus fishing grounds to sink the new acoustic buoys for the first time. 

Photo: Garry Nel 

South Africa’s experimental octopus long line fishery has a positive story to tell of flexibility, 

co-operation, and technology. It has recently become one of the most advanced fisheries in 

the world as far as whale mitigation measures are concerned. These have been voluntarily 

implemented and are now permit conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Just more than a year ago, octopus fishers in False Bay heard the good news that the 

Environment, Forestry and Fisheries Minister, Barbara Creecy, was letting them back into the 

water. 

She had temporarily suspended octopus fishing in June 2019. 

https://www.fishingindustrynewssa.com/author/finsa-reporter/
https://www.fishingindustrynewssa.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Octopus-fishing.-New-acoustic-buoys-on-board.jpg
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This was in response to a petition that was raised about whales becoming entangled in octopus 

fishing gear. 

Rather than shut down the fishery in its entirety, it was agreed that a solution needed to be found.  

This led to consultations with the scientific community and other stakeholders in the fishery 

through the New Fisheries Scientific Working Group. 
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< " />Anthony Edward (left) with Ian Cleenwerck and Andre Lourens in the background.  

Photo supplied 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mitigation measures 

https://www.fishingindustrynewssa.com/2019/11/08/octopus-fishing-suspension-lifted/
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The discussions centred around gear configurations and whale entanglement data, as well as 

cetacean behavioural and biological information. 

Amongst the mitigation measures explored were special sinking lines with extra weights, 

dissolving anode releases, acoustic release buoys or time release buoys to minimise the need for 

vertical lines and possible whale entanglements. 

The upshot was the immediate implementation of a new set of mitigation measures.  

These have been included in the permit conditions and are: 

• The bottom line should consist of entirely of sinking ropes. 

• The chain on the buoy line must be moved from the top of the line to the bottom. 

• There must be sheathing of the top 2 metres of the buoy line with PVC piping/tubing. 

• The buoy must be mounted on the bottom with a timed-released mechanism. 

This week, Garry Nel, a permit holder and owner of SA Sensational Seafoods CC in Cape Town, 

reports that the new permit conditions have proved to be very successful.  

There has not been a single entanglement incident since the implementation of the new fishing 

permit conditions. 

Marketing 

The fishery has designed a retail and restaurant decorative 5kg Cape Town Octopus carton for 

frozen octopus. This accommodates five vacuum bags of 1kg octopus. 

Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic stopped the product getting to the local restaurant trade 

this year.  

However, the fishery is now focusing on exporting the product to Spain, the Far East, and the 

USA. 

Delivery of acoustic buoys 

“We have now been fishing for over a year without a single entanglement and have just received 

delivery of our first 10 acoustic buoys imported from the USA. 

“They are the latest model of the Desert Star Acoustic Buoy system (Arc 2) and are definitely 

professional and verified by both UCT and the Department,” he says. 

The RC-2 is a relatively low-cost acoustic release buoy system using a rechargeable lithium 

battery. It has a depth rating of 300 metres and can last up to 10 years. 

“As far as I know this makes us the first fishery in the country to fish commercially with acoustic 

buoys,” he adds. 
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➢                                    Buoys assembled and ready to go. Photo supplied 

Not unique to South Africa 

There is some interesting information on the Desert Star website. https://www.desertstar.com 

First that whale entanglements are not unique to South Africa. In April, a U.S. District Court 

ruling determined that the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) violated the Endangered 

Species Act by not doing more to protect the North American Right Whale. 

Second, there is wide belief that embracing new technologies will enable the fishing industry and 

endangered species to coexist. 

Third, that fishers have peace of mind that they won’t be shut down due to whales in the area if 

they use acoustic buoys.  

For instance, the design of an on demand pop-up buoy system allows for the rope and buoy to be 

stored with the pot on the seafloor. The boat uses a transducer to signal the release mechanism 

and the buoys float to the surface. 

Acoustic release technology has been commercially available for ropeless fishing since 2012. 

This method of fishing also protects gear from the surface hazards of buoy line cutting, ship 

entanglements, and damage or gear loss from bad weather and sea conditions that produce high 

currents making pot trap retrieval difficult. 

Relieving pressure on abalone and west coast rock lobster 

Back to the South African Octopus Vulgaris which is a cold-water species with a short lifespan 

of between 12 and 18 months. This makes it suitable and viable for commercial harvesting. 

Large parts of the allocated exploratory fishing areas are inaccessible to fishing efforts. Thus this 

always ensures recruitment areas that feed neighbouring fishing areas which are accessible to 

fishing. 

The octopus is particularly partial to abalone and lobster which means the sustainable harvesting 

of this resource will help alleviate predation pressure on abalone and west coast rock lobster 

stocks.  

https://www.centralmaine.com/2020/04/10/judge-federal-fishing-regulators-fell-short-on-right-whale-protection/
https://www.centralmaine.com/2020/04/10/judge-federal-fishing-regulators-fell-short-on-right-whale-protection/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ariellasimke/2020/03/14/new-pop-up-fishing-gear-could-reduce-whale-entanglements/#1ef0eb3b2b8c
http://ropelessfisher.com/
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This was one of the reasons for the development of the octopus’s fishery in Australia. 

Garry says there will always be some pressure from the “well-intended eco warriors”. 

“The reality is that the South African exploratory octopus long line fishery now has a set of the 

most modern and progressive fishing permit conditions regarding whale mitigation fisheries in the 

world,” he says. 

He is aware of the Octopus Teacher documentary, recently aired on Netflix. Garry says while some 

people might feel sentimental towards octopus, their lifespans are short anyway. He repeats that 

they are perfectly suited and sustainable to harvest. 

“It does not change the fact that most of commercial fisheries are in a terrible state. Our country 

needs job creation and export revenue potential now more than ever,” he concludes. 

                                                            ……………………….. 


